3. Renewal of Main Components at Genkai Nuclear Power Station
Kyushu Electric Power renewed the main components of Units 1 and 2 at Genkai Nuclear Power Station during
the units, 2001 periodical inspections. This renewal aimed to further improve the reliability of components and
reduce the dose of radiation exposure to workers during inspections.

(1) Overview of Genkai Nuclear Power Station's plant system and renewal
construction details
3. Replacement of the
central control panel
(Unit 1&2)
* The operation and monitoring
of reactors, turbines and
generators takes place on the
central control panel.

1. Replacement of a reactor
vessel head (Units1&2)

Environmental Activities

*The reactor vessel confines high-temperature
and high-pressure water caused by the emitted
heat from uranium fuel contained in the vessel.

Central control panel

2. Replacement of
the steam generator
(Unit 2)

5. Generator stator coil rewinding and generator
rotor replacement (Unit 1)

(Replacement for
Unit 1, completed)

Reactor
containment
vessel

* The generator is connected to a
steam-driven turbine and
generates electricity.

* The steam generator
converts secondary
coolant into steam by
using hot water sent
from the reactor.

4. Replacement of
condenser tubes
(Units 1&2)
* The condenser condenses
the steam used for energizing
steam turbines into water by
using seawater cooling.
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6.

Replacement of
the main
transformer(Unit 1)

* The main transformer boosts
voltage in order to efficiently
transmit electricity to the
consumption location.
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(2)
Description of renewal work
Cracks were found at the control rod drive
mechanism (CRDM) nozzles of a reactor vessel head
at an overseas nuclear power station. Although no
problems were confirmed during periodical
inspections at domestic nuclear power stations,
Kyushu Electric Power replaced the existing reactor
vessel head with advanced one in order to further
enhance component reliability and reduce radiation
dose exposure to workers during inspection. The new
reactor vessel head features a welding-free integrated
structure and employs upgraded CDRM nozzle
materials with a modified welding shape.

●Structure of rector vessel

Scope of replacement
Control rod drive mechanism
Regulates reactor output by
inserting or withdrawing the rod
cluster control assemblies in
and out of the reactor vessel

Reactor vessel head
Coupled with reactor
vessel by fixing bolts
Primary coolant outlet nozzle
Directs primary coolant
heated at the reactor toward
steam generator

2. Replacement of a steam generator

Primary coolant inlet nozzle
Returns primary coolant to
reactor vessel after
transferring heat to
secondary coolant at the
steam generator

The damage on the steam generator tubes for Unit 2
would not have posed safety or technological
problems had they been continuously operated while
undergoing periodical repair treatment. However,
Kyushu Electric Power replaced the conventional
steam generator with an advanced one featuring antivibration bars, upgraded tube material and a modified
tube hole shape for the tube support plate. The reason
behind this replacement was to reduce the radiation
exposure doses to workers during repair work and to
avoid an extension of the periodical inspection period.

Fuel assembly
Composed of fuel rods
containing uranium fuel
pellets, and emits thermal
energy by nuclear fissions

Reactor vessel

3. Replacement of the central control panel
Kyushu Electric Power replaced the central control
panels for Units 1 and 2 central control room with
advanced control panels. The purpose of such
replacement was to achieve higher reliability of plant
operation performance and to further improve plantmonitoring performance. Further, the new control
panels mainly focus on operability. We have increased
the number of television displays equivalent to those
currently used at Genkai Units 3 and 4, the most
technologically advanced nuclear plant units in the
company.

4. Replacement of condenser tubes
Kyushu Electric Power replaced conventional
condenser tubes with more corrosion-resistant titanic
tubes in order to further improve the reliability of
Units 1 and 2 condensers. The change was motivated
by an incident at Unit 1 when seashells and other
substances contained in the cooling seawater caused
cracks in the condenser tubes, resulting in seawater
leaking into the condenser through the cracks.

●Structure of
Steam Generator

Secondary separator

Upper shell
Primary separator

Anti-vibration bar
Restrains the vibration of
anti-Ubent portion of tubes

Feedwater ring
Feedwater inlet nozzle
Returns secondary coolant to
steam generator, after energizing
steam turbine and being
condensed at condenser

Tubes
Primary coolant heated at the reactor
flows inside the tubes, transferring the
heat to secondary coolant flowing
outside the tubes. These tubes play the
biggest role in confining radioactive
primary coolant.
Lower shell
Tube support plate
Supports tubes

5. Generator stator coil rewinding & generator rotor
replacement; 6. Replacement of main transformer
Regarding the generator and main transformer of Unit 1,
the generator stator coil was rewound; and the generator
rotor and main transformers were replaced in order to
achieve higher reliability for these components.

Steam outlet nozzle
Directs evaporated secondary
coolant toward the steam
turbine

Primary coolant outlet nozzle
Returns primary coolant to the
reactor after transferring the heat to
secondary coolant

Tube plate
Fixes the roots of tubes
Channel head
Primary coolant inlet nozzle
Feeds primary coolant heated at the
reactor into the steam generator
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Environmental Activities

1. Replacement of a reactor vessel head

